A study on VOC source and sink behavior in porous building materials - analytical model development and assessment.
Building materials can strongly affect indoor air quality. Porous building materials are not only sources of indoor air pollutants such as volatile organic compounds (VOC) but they are also strong sinks of these pollutants. The knowledge of VOC transfer mechanisms in these materials is an important step for controlling the indoor VOC concentration levels, and for determining the optimum ventilation requirements for acceptable IAQ. This study provides a theoretical investigation of primary and secondary VOC source and sink behavior of porous building materials. A new analytical model was developed based on the fundamental theories of mass transfer mechanisms in porous materials. The proposed model considers both primary and secondary source/sink behavior for the first time. The former refers to the transfer of gas-phase and/or physically adsorbed VOC, while the latter refers to the generation or elimination of VOC within the solid because of chemical reactions like oxidation, hydrolysis, chemical adsorption, etc. The proposed model was assessed with experimental data, namely emission tests of carpets and sorption tests of wood chipboard. It was demonstrated that, unlike the existing analytical models, the proposed analytical model could simultaneously account for the effect of air velocity on both VOC source as well as sink behavior. Case studies were then carried out for secondary VOC source behavior. Due to the lack of experimental studies on mechanisms of secondary behavior, hypothetical generation functions were implemented. It was demonstrated that the proposed analytical model is suitable for describing various mechanisms involved in the secondary behavior due to the little limitations imposed on the generation/elimination term. When VOC generation takes place at the material-air interface, the simulation shows that although the primary emission is not affected by air velocity, the secondary emission, however, is clearly affected. This behavior agrees with the available experimental findings on secondary emissions. PRACTICAL IMPLICATION: The analytical model presented in this paper can predict both primary and secondary VOC source (emission) or sink (sorption) behavior of porous building materials. Since the model considers diffusion and adsorption/desorption within the material, and convection over the material surface, the simulation using the model can readily provide the effects of material properties and airflow properties on the primary and/or the secondary behavior, hence, it can provide a better understanding on the mechanisms. This will enable us to keep the indoor VOC concentration within a desirable level.